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Abstract. Despite the urgent need of collaboration crossing disciplines in higher education, many challenges still exist, hindering the multidisciplinary work from going efficiently in practice. This essay describes difficulties faced by faculty members in interdisciplinary organizations on teaching and research. It illustrates that the “transaction cost” like lacking support, hard to get promoted in profession etc. for interdisciplinary faculties will be compensated if they get trained, gain diversity recognition and follow the appropriate modes.

Introduction

Cooperation crossing disciplinary boundaries has been gaining increasing support in the last decades in many social organizations like scientific associations, government agencies and industries. However, it was not until the criticizing of the disciplinary mode’s limit of producing too much “fragmentation of knowledge” and constraining the “appearance and career success of a relatively large number of interdisciplinary scientists” around the 1970s that higher education institutions had long been structured and formed by the departmental culture where researchers have seldom communication across disciplinary boundaries [1]. Recognizing the promise of interdisciplinary approaches in education, research universities in large numbers launched a campaign of breaking the department barriers, which has transformed the university campus culture, brought about changes in administration level, faculty’s professional development, and student cultivation.

In America, two very influential academic associations the NAS (the National Academies of Sciences) and AAU (Association of American Universities) announced their support on education and research crossing disciplines and released reports on how universities facilitated interdisciplinary research. Moreover, more than one hundred research universities have made efforts in interdisciplinary collaboration in the last several decades. Despite these encouraging and positive trends, experimental performances have witnessed some challenges as well as achievement in the process. There is some skepticism about the systematic implementation of crossing disciplinary cooperation in practice given that the interdisciplinary culture has not permeated universities.

Objectives

Since the concept of interdisciplinary cooperation is mentioned and accepted, lots of higher education institutions have created new majors, minors, education programs etc. accordingly to meet the demand of students [2,3]. The extent of changes made in faculty level has been seldom stressed and overlooked. Even though some changes have been made in administrative leadership to facilitate interdisciplinarity by giving greater autonomy for the interdisciplinary centers or units, issues from the faculty’s standing point including granting of joint-appointments, promoting individual professional development and promotion are still remains challengeable and unsolved.

This article aims to comb the difficulties in reality for interdisciplinary faculties in their work and tries to come up with some possible proposals by consulting the experiences of some American universities to facilitate the implementation of crossing disciplinary collaboration in education institutions.
Challenges Faculty Face in Interdisciplinary Work

Experimental performances in the research universities in USA have shown that for faculty members who conduct interdisciplinary work in collaboration with colleagues from different department, discipline, or other academic units, there are always “transaction costs” for them to pay. Those may be from the academic level or the intercommunicating level, and the pressures from professional evaluation and promotion because the campus culture tends to undervalue interdisciplinary work [4]. What’s more, compared with those work within disciplines, faculty involved in interdisciplinary work is usually facing more challenges, and yet getting less recognition.

Having Few Shared Knowledge Resources in Instructing. In daily teaching, interdisciplinary faculties need to cooperate with scholars from other fields in course designing, course development and teaching so as to meet the demand of students from interdisciplinary background. Compared with those in a certain discipline who have plenty of textbooks, articles, problem sets, visualization packet available, teachers in interdisciplinary center or unit have rare resources to consult or share. They have to spend time negotiating with co-lecturers from course planning to co-teaching. Apart from these, the traditional administrators do not know how to appraise or evaluate them in these efforts.

Being Difficult to Get Recognition and Support in Publishing. Interdisciplinary faculty usually takes part in projects which exceed the boundaries of a single field. Therefore, it is frequent that new research materials, techniques, methods etc. have to be mastered. Yet, considering the scope of the projects, interdisciplinary researchers are often encouraged to pay attention to the breadth of integration and to reduce the complexity of the argument and supporting materials, which, as a result, leads to the fact that the editors of the magazines may think these studies are not deep or strong enough [1]. Besides, because of the crossing-boundary feature, the research results of interdisciplinary faulty cannot completely fit the scope of many journals or academic magazines, making it more difficult to get published compared with those focusing on one discipline.

Many programs interdisciplinary faculties work on may overlap the fields which they are not familiar with but already have specialists. Therefore, it’s not easy to communicate and consults these outside scholars very often. Because of all these, it’s hard for interdisciplinary to build the close-knit relationship and support in doing research crossing disciplines.

Funds Obtaining Obstacles. The situation in fund application is not promising either. Scholars from interdisciplinary background often cannot be approved of in grant proposals from a certain department or ministry or a discipline because they cannot be classified to this single branch of the discipline or that exact researching field. It’s not hard to imagine that most interdisciplinary faculty members do not as productive as their disciplinary colleagues in fund application.

Grim Outlook in Professional Promotion. Studies show that more interdisciplinary research happened through “ad hoc teams” (53%) than the disciplined research (40%), less lone research (18%) than disciplined ones (40%) [1]. This “ad hoc teams” research mode requires more management skills and is more demanding. However, it is different from the traditional evaluation and reward rules, being unclear of the ownership of the intellectual attribution and property, thus getting less recognition. “lone research” is quite obvious and clear in evaluation.

With the non productive-research record and difficult teaching situation mentioned above, it’s almost impossible for the interdisciplinary scholars to meet the standards of evaluation criteria when professional promotion is concerned.

Methods to Reduce the “Transaction Cost”

Despite those challenges and difficulties for faculty, there are lots of factors which distinguish interdisciplinary mode in education from disciplinary one i.e.: its emphasis on integration and collaboration. By building itself on multi-disciplines and connecting them, interdisciplinary mode tries to solve problems in a new synthetic and unifying way. As Mattson once said, “The interdisciplinary approach can facilitate an orderly, problem-oriented inquiry into complex
problems.” [5]. How to dismantle the boundaries between disciplines to enhance collaboration in problem inquiring and solving for faculties? After all, the prominent and dominant roles played in any interdisciplinary are the faculties.

Even though there have no detailed guide books for interdisciplinary collaboration, some experimental practices, programs and modes conducted by universities can be consulted to enhance the odd of success for faculty in multidisciplinary environment.

**Modes of Interdisciplinary Instructing.** For disciplinary faculties, teaching and research are, for most time, isolated, repetitive and lacking of cooperation. Even though many have the experiences of attending seminars, workshops, or team-work to improve their professional development, autonomy associated with their jobs makes instructing easily stuck into individual mode because of the belief that “habits created during the early years will last an academic lifetime” [6]. Whereas, co-teaching and team-teaching are often applied in interdisciplinary instructing.

Interdisciplinary organizations like units or centers usually have certain committees responsible for deciding courses according to students’ interests and demands. Depending on the contents, several faculty members are chosen for a course. Within them, some are lecturers, someone is leading instructor whose responsibilities including students’ exams, grade dispute, projects, and meeting with the teaching assistant regularly for other issues. Then, the faculty members gather together to discuss how to best convey the knowledge to students, how long the course takes, and most importantly, how the team-teaching would be done in detail, and how the course would be developed in a long term. From the collaboration performance at some American universities, team-teaching course usually are instructed in forms of traditional lectures, team-taught lecture lectures, and faculty “panel discussions”. In traditional lectures, different faculty members focus on fields of their expertise to provide students with broad landscape of interdisciplinary knowledge. Team-taught lectures focus on certain subjects of the course, while instructors cooperate in providing foundational knowledge. In pane discussions, faculty members highlight important trends in the individual disciplines and come up with solutions for potential problems in the course. These discussion gives faculty chances to show disagreement and mutual respect, know their teaching responsibilities and skills of collaborative instructing. Besides, students will benefit as well because they will be clear about the interrelationship of disciplines on a subject and can get involved in this process rather than receive knowledge passively [7]. This mode of interdisciplinary instructing has lots of advantages over the disciplinary ones. It “blends individual teaching responsibilities with shared teaching, gives faculty the opportunity of communication, mutual learning”, and creates vibrant classroom experiences for students [7]. The co/team-teaching style has become a template for interdisciplinary approaches to higher education [8].

**Ways of Interdisciplinary Research.** As has been mentioned in the beginning of the essay, interdisciplinary faulty faces challenges in conducting crossing disciplinary research like lacking in close relationship, support and trust. Moreover, it’s not easy for interdisciplinary scholars to get recognition in publishing and evaluations. However, the many merits interdisciplinary collaboration have offset these defects. Here are some key characteristics most cooperation teams share.

First, the scope of the research usually is multi-disciplinary but the width of it should be “focused and small enough” to be “representative”, and at the same time be “large enough to be highly relevant” [9]. When composing essays, interdisciplinary faculty need to be careful to use knowledge, methods, language etc. crossing disciplines, and make sure to suggest reviewers who are “broadly familiar with relevant multiple literatures” and have an “interdisciplinary orientation”[1,9].

Second, to bridge the gap brought about by different disciplines, faculties must get trained appropriately to develop “cultural competence”, so that they can identify the common ground crossing disciplines, recognize the diversity and be willing to invest time and energy to boost cooperation with members from other disciplines in team work.

Third, integration is the key point in interdisciplinary research which connects the different members from different disciplines to solve certain problems. So the team or organization requires a
clear approach, method and framework to “mobilize the disciplines” into a “common endeavor” to problems addressing [9].

Conclusion

Interdisciplinary faculties need to be creative to apply diverse strategies to face the many challenges and overcome the difficulties in teaching, research and interpersonal communication. In the meantime, the long-established campus culture and rules of educational institutions have to be changed also to pave ways for the professional development of interdisciplinary faculties so that collaboration can be undertaken efficiently.
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